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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper devoted to simulate the production system analytically in the most complicated 

manufacturing environment; flexible manufacturing automotive system (FMAS), integrate the 

flexibility of automated resources with the variability of vehicle model (VM) demand among 

the portfolio in the same FMAS, and mathematically models factorial abilities of the 

optimization which can be investigated. Offering optimal solutions for running body shop 

system with a minimal lead time avoiding an overproduction is highly consistent within the 

return requirements of massive investments. Recently, using a convenience simulation 

technique that can be precisely approved for predicting is a credential tool in the decision 

making level of budget. Mix production model (MPM) has been analytically presented 

characterizing two of mixability sources. Resources processing mix (RPM) and Vehicle 

producing mix (VPM) have been proposed to simulate the production variability. A correlation 

approach which can describe both RPM and VPM mathematically has used to optimize the 

solutions depending on artificial networking technique. The contribution of this research work 

is to introduce a new depiction of optimizable effected factors for the multiple products 

assembly systems. Moreover, the approach is an applicable tool for the system performance 

predication cutting off a time and effort consuming. 
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